At Regit, cars and vans are everything to us. They’re the cornerstone of what we do. But we’re also very conscious of their impact on the environment, and we want to play a part in minimising or offsetting any negative impacts associated with them.
**Introducing iOffset**

We’ve partnered with iOffset to offer our users an easy route to **offsetting their carbon footprint** for their vehicles. They can offset their entire lifestyle too!

Offsetting via Regit and iOffset supports **high impact carbon projects around the world**, verified by Verra, Gold Standard and The United Nations. iOffset will plant a tree for every tonne that’s offset.
Corporate Initiatives

Commuting

Our team are offered hybrid working, reducing our overall commuting miles by ~40%

But we do still commute, and we use our cars for personal travel, too. So Regit pays to offset the entire mileage of every employee’s car, whether privately owned or a company car. We do this through our partner, iOffset, which funds projects that offset our carbon footprint.

We also offer an EV salary sacrifice scheme to all employees, encouraging the switch to electric vehicles by making them more affordable, and our Alderley Park base has multiple charging points.
Corporate Initiatives

Environmental Projects

We earn a commission from our partners when our users offset their emissions via our website, but we’re not doing it for commercial reasons.

Every penny that we receive in commission is invested in environmental projects on the Alderley Park estate, the location of our head office.
Influencing our users

With our unique content and tools, we want to increase our users' awareness of the impact their vehicles have on the environment and help them do something positive about it.

Our EV Hub provides information and education to break down barriers and encourage the switch to electric vehicles, removing carbon emissions at point of use.